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Do you want to learn how to master SEO? Get this book and follow my step-by-step explanations!

You have seen the ads. For just 99 cents, you can get a domain. For $9.99 per month, you can start

your own website. But what have you found? Have you found your business is not getting Internet

sales? Are you somewhere on page 100 in the Google search engine? A myriad of work goes into

creating a website that is worthy of Google's first page. If you want this ranking, you need to be

smarter rather than work harder. It takes starting out correctly with your website. There will be trial

and error. Most of all, a magic solution does not exist. Any place that is offering something for very

little is going to make you work harder to get what you desire for your website. Any company

offering to sell you links to improve your website is going to damage it. Did you know Google makes

about 500 changes to its algorithm each year? Imagine what these changes are going to do for your

website ranking, particularly when Google is attempting to make the user experience superb.

Google's mission is to ensure when anyone conducts a search in Google, they see the results they

want on the first couple of pages. Search engine optimization (SEO) has greatly changed even in

the last five years. Ten years ago it was about keywords. The more keywords you used the better. A

slow shift toward quality content began and is now in full effect. If you spam your articles with

keywords but have low quality content, you will be penalized. If you try to trick Google, you will end

up in the black hole for Internet websites. A few golden rules are needed before you jump into SEO.

Tips provided in this book: Determine your investment abilities Write quality content Get your

website indexed Use keywords appropriately Pay attention
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I'm a fiction author myself. I read many non fiction books to keep my fiction good. That's why I

picked this book up. An SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization. It's just like MPEG, or VCR.

Google has become ubiquitous with the SEO thing. It used to be Yahoo, but Google took over. It's

like sying you need a Kleenex instead of a tissue, Comet instead of cleanser, and so on. This book

explains the algorithm of how Google works, and how to utilize it to get to the front of the line. The

internet is the world's biggest library, but all the books are piled on the floor. Google is our live virtual

Dewey Decimal catalog. This book tells you how to work the catalog.

I'm a newbie in the world of SEO and this book is going to skyrocket my online marketing company

greatly. It has inspired me so much that I actually want to study this more and offer it as a service in

my own business, once I have mastered it on my own projects. Thank you again for writing

something simple, concise, and in laments terms for newbies like myself.

Having a good foundation in SEO and incorporating it in your online business marketing strategy is

a very good step in making sure you'll got success. Having this books as my reference for basic

SEO was amazing. In deed SEO is ever changing but for learning the basics, you can get

everything in here in a breeze. This book has been very helpful for me. It is a recommendable book.

I swore to myself many times never buy one of these $2.99 kindle "books" again. They are

worthless. This is one of them. A very generic blurb. Very. Not a single useful link provided. Even if

you are a beginner blogger you will know most of it. Sorry, I do not mean to offend anyone. I am just

genuinely disappointed.

Getting on the first page of Google and gaining much needed recognition on the search engine to

attract people to your existence in the vast world of cyberspace can be a tricky business, with so

many people out there with the same plans and similar ideas as your own, you need to push your

way through the crowds and outshine against the competition to be the number one out there and

have your name plastered for everyone to see and know, and then the recognition and the clicks will

come your way. And the best way to get up on the ladder and be on the first page of Google is with



this handy little book, it supplies plenty of useful information on SEO (Search Engine Optimization)

and will help you on your quest for success and be number one on the number one most used

search engine of all time. You won't regret it.
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